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CEZAR BALTAG. A LYRICISM OF ESSENCES

A representative poet of his generation, Cezar Baltag exploits to the
full the themes used in the 60s. Such a theme, circumscribed in the volute
of a hermetic and hieratical verse is that of time. Moments lapsing, the
becoming, the metamorphoses of beings and things in a universe with
mystic senses have been the reference points of a poetic radiography of the
world of unmistaken originality. Nevertheless, it is true that the time topos
suffered a mutation, if not in terms of substance, then at least in terms of
the tonality of lyrical phrasing. If at the beginning the tone was one of
celebration, effusion and perceptive euphoria, it then acquires a
melancholic and pensive turn, reflexivity is insinuated more often in the

estrangement, 
alienation feeling and guilty rupture caused by the acute awareness of the
fall into the world and time. This sensitivity mutation is justly spotted by

incantations, in a rhetoric that counted on splendour and euphony and to the
same extent on rigour and scholasticism, a dramatic gravity is now spotted, 
bearing a reflexive pathos submerged in the text and a nostalgia of the
intellect. The speech itself has changed to a considerable level its structure
and from effervescent and incantatory it has become one of tragic blurred
solemnity. Its rhythm is not jubilant but melancholic and the vibration
space between words has grown and deepened. Instead of the imagistic
sheaf, Ce

lyricism is introverted and
sublimated, with senses reflected in the depths and with a diffuse
musicality, of quasi-magic incantation. The quest for own identity
transposes into the poems of Cezar Baltag with an illuminating frequency.

self wants to
find its true face, its authentic posture that would identify to the deepest

representations, with their disconcerting multiplicity and the profound ego
correspondences, filiations, harmonies and subtle connections are searched:

meu,/ aici sunt

- -
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tunci era Mâine,/ sângele meu/

Mâine,/ pe

Cezar Baltag
between issues and elocution, between the strictness of interiority and
meditation and expressive ecstasy. The preeminence of the questionable

s maturity and
progressive spiritualization of the speech. Not randomly, the beatitude and
solemnity register is the most productive for a certain part of Cezar

torn by opposites, facing an infinitely multiplied universe, the voracious,
tentacular time, all of these are transposed in the fragile, nearly calophile
pen of a scholar who sees beyond the daily scarcities, a sublime,
transcendent horizon, caught between the braces of the lyrical hierophany:

zilele orb

vulnerant
omnes, ultima necat/ -

However, Cezar Baltag is above all a poet fascinated by the limits
aporias, by the luminescence of those passage spaces which connect the
existent to non-existent, the daily appearances to their encoded essence, the
perishable and coincidental to the perennial, timeless representations. This
particularity of the vision is highlighted by Ion Pop, who states that many

Dialog la mal
the lyrical motif of the limit, of the threshold between existence and non-
existence, between substance and spirit - the movement being made in both
senses and eventually turning into a circular figure. The river bank and the
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isomorphic spatial figures the river, the valley, the bridge, the gate, «the
blind end of the path» of Oedipus led to light, «the last station», «the fire
trampoline» etc. make a sympathetic constellation of the imaginary,
suggesting the moment of initiation, the placement around the final
revelation

Sometimes Barbian, by the tendency of encoding senses, by the
essentialized visions and by the spiritualization of expression, Cezar Baltag
is a poet attracted by the world of essences, by the fragile boundary
between the created and the non-created, the promised and the refused to

virtues before the creation, maculation of the human being by undertaking
some determinations which lessen, mutilate the field of possible, of non-

-
poetry of Cezar Baltag has a dramatic aura, a tragic pallor, fed by the pulse
of the impetus of the soul towards the limits which predetermine it. Most of
the times, the verse betrays a re-set tonality, a fervor of redemption and a
spiritualized musicality, sign of introspection of the inspiration and of the
initiation script suggested by the author almost every time. The ritual tone,
the formal gesticulation, the contemplative attitude of the lyrical self are all
main features all of his poems.  

The images of ascending movement are again, listed in this lyrical
universe; the stair, the steps, the rope are metaphors for the ascent, the
relation between earth and sky, between phenomenality and essentiality, for
aspiring to the top: - -un deal auster/

-

- lyricism is a
o

an equal extent, it is also a search for his own identity, for his deep inside
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voice. In the poetry of Cezar Baltag the signs of time elapse and those of
death are significant in terms of presence, frequency and ideational
component. The poet, introverted and secluded into a space of liminal
contemplation, acutely feels the time lapse, the state of the being subject to

întoarce-

The poem Monodie I is built under the form of a monologue in
which the fundamental idea is that of searching the senses and meanings of

condition, through a pathetic invocation addressed to Divinity. 
Otherwise, as a literary species, the monody (gr. monos ode

of the theatre plays of Euripides. The monody was always played on a
single voice and in general it had funerary implications, expressing the
death mourning. The thanatic signs are also seen in the poetry of Cezar
Baltag, but in this case they acquire some reflexive sonorities and a pensive
side much firmer and at the same time a liturgical tonality of litany. On a
thorough reading of the poetry, some reminiscences may be spotted from

Psalmi, especially in the lyrical vision, the set up attitude and
owards a Deus absconditus, a

God, who after having created the world draws away to inaccessible
heights, to an unapproachable silence.

The images of absence, of the emptiness, of the lack of
communication between the earth and the welkin are very eloquent and
expressive. A hard, metaphysical silence corresponds to the pathetic calling

- -
-

erai demult plecat/ amiaza când s-a suit/ te- -ai
venit/ noaptea când m-a fost ascuns/ te- - -

- - -
- -ai
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comes from a need of the lyrical self to transcribe its own destiny, to
identify its own being, by inserting it into the spectacle of universal
existence, a disconcerting spectacle, in which the good and the bad, the
tragic and the comic, the sublime and the ridicule are mixed up to

- -am pierdut- -am aflat- -am
-

poem is existential anxiety, restlessness caused by the lack of firm

faces a perishable condition, the daily plan, with all its tribulations. The
insinuation of the thanatic thrill, the slow anticipation of the end provide
the verses with a melancholic and meditative tone and also a type of

-
The quest for origins and ontic identification acquires disturbing

accents in the poetry of Cezar Baltag, charged with a contemplative flow
which has the imprint of an abstracted melancholia. Therefore, the poetic
stress originates in the withheld vibration of the experience, as opposed to
the ample respiration theme staged and transcribed in the register of
discreet hieratism and of essentialized drawing.  

relieve in the existence and utterance bow and the verse pathos remains
-ai trimis, Doamne,

tri -
eu n-aud?/ Visu-spune: Eu sunt lume./ Lumii rostul nu-
Shaping a utopian and encoded world, Cezar Baltag basically renders the
cry of the creature which cannot find its origins, which cannot completely
identify itself, which does not find the echo to its questions in a world in

lyricism about essences, in a nearly emaciated language, but
to which the thrill and the shake of the creature which unveils its fragility
give the indispensable relativity percentage, the dramatic note, disturbing

lyricism the expressio
melancholy, in summary images, barely sketched and in a liturgical,
solemn and critical tone.
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